Unknown Spitfire Mk IX Crash

Boxmeer Sept/Oct 1944
Project aircraft crashes Boxmeer
During 2016/2017 a workgroup consisting of Planehunters and local
people researched all crashes and emergency landings from airplanes
in the municipal of Boxmeer during WW2.
In total 25 crashes took place and most could be solved finding the
exact crashlocation and also the crew’s involved and the plane’s
identification.
This particular Spitfire crash was a challenge, and is still not fully
solved.
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Research
At the start of the project a list of possible crashes was made from
available sources. On one of them we just had minor information just
that an airplane crashed at the Heerstraat in Boxmeer. Investigating
official documents in the municipal files, and in the Dutch crash list
brought no furthur information forward.
Ruud Wildekamp is a member from our team and also part of an
investigation group at Volkel airbase. They have been researching the
airwar in this particular region for the last 15 years. They also had no
leads about a crash at that location. Initially we gave this possible
crashsite a low priority because of the summier information on it.
A few weeks later Leo Jansen, one of the local people in our research
team, found a witness that showed him the crash location and told
him it was a Spitfire. The pilot had abandod the aircraft in the air
according to the witness. It was close to the Heerstraat and
researching that area with metal detectors by Sjaak de Veth and
myself the outcome was rather disappointing we found nothing.
Guido Siebers came up with a new indication from a local history
book about WW2.

It states that there was a wreckage of a crashed Typhoon at the
Heerstraat around the end of 1944.
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We had enough evidence to go out again. We started the search with
metal detectors at the beginning of the Heerstraat close to the
position Leo’s witness showed. We found a few little pieces that
could not be identified. Complicating factor was a B-17 crash about
300 yards further down from the Heerstraat which the parts could be
orginated from as well!

One of the few little parts we found had a little blue colour on it
usally seen with Spitfires, Tyhoons or Mustangs. A new search further
down the street resulted in a few small items that were clearly far
enough away from the B-17 crash location to be from our unknown
aircraft.
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And again the investigation got stuck at this point: obviously an allied
fighter had crashed at the Heerstraat but the finds could not solve
the mystery, even not when we found some pieces with numbers on.
The numbers were no indicators for an aircraft type or known part
numbers.
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Also several ammunition was found: .50 caiber with American stamps

It had to be from the aircraft because off the way they were broken
that happens only with an aircraft crash, according to Thijs Hellings,
an expert on aircraft crashes and also a member off our team.
We had 3 possible aircraft types selected based on the first piece we
found with the blue colour: Typhoon, Spitfire or Mustang III. The
Typhoon had only 20mm arnament so it was excluded. The Mustang
III remained as possibillity being armed with .50 Browning and the
Spitfire Mk LF IXe or Mk LF XVIe who both had .50 brownings and
20mm cannons.
Another witness was found by Dick Reijnen that gave the
crashlocation in the beginning of the Heerstraat. The witness also
told that he had seen the pilot coming down on his parachute and he
talked to him. The pilot was headed towards the German troops and
he directed him away from them. The pilot spoke Englisch and the
witness thought the airplane was a Spitfire. According to the witness
the timeframe of the crash was around September/October 1944.
Guido Siebers had ordered reconnaissance pictures from different
dates between september to december 1944.
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On 19 September 1944 nothing showed but on the next picture from
5 october 1944 a distinct mark shows up, possibly the impact crater
from the crashed aircraft along side the Heerstraat.

The RAF reconnaissance picture from 5 October 1944
Again we searched the area now with special detectors that can look
deep into the ground and together with Thijs Hellings we got a
perfect signal from our detectors exactly on the spot seen in the
picture above. After digging about 5 feet we got stuck on a big part
that we could not recover by hand power. We recovered several
small pieces from the unknown aircraft and had to come back 2 days
later with an excavator.
One of the recovered small parts had some numbers on it that solved
the mysterie of what aircraft we had found.
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The numbers 351XX means it is a Spitfire and the stamp VACB
confirms the aircraft was buils at the Vickers Armstrong Castle
Bromwich factory.

2 days later we got the big part out: a 4 bladed wooden prop hub.

Left to right
Sjaak de Veth
Thijs Hellings
Tonny Ebben
Joop hendrix
Guido Siebers
Also involved but not
in pic
Leo Jansen
Bernard Ploegmakes
Dick Reijnen
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Peter van de Pasch

Restauration of the prop hub by Sjaak de Veth.

The only Spitfire with a 4 bladed wooden prop and .50 Brownings
were the Mk IX or MK XVI Spitfire. No other numbers were found to
figure out what Spitfire Mark this was.
We know it crashed between 19 September and 5 October 1944 and
at that time all units with Spitfires in this region were Spitfire MK IX’s.
Because of the .50 calibre guns it could only be a Spitfire MK LF IX it
had a special E wing that fits the .50 calibre Brownings.
Conclusion.
After reseach in all ORB´s available and all other sources we found 2
possible matches. The discriminators used to determine which
Spitfire it could be was that it had to be a crash and not a
crashlanding. Furthermore the pilot survived, we do not know if he
was taken prisoner or not, Boxmeer being at the frontline autumn of
1944. Also the aircraft had to be manufactured at Castle Bromwhich.
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In the following diagram you see all potential candidates and 4 of the
6 were excluded because the documentation mentioned they had
crash landed. The remaining 2 possible candidates (green) give
crashsites other then Boxmeer but both are in the neighbourhood
and often the crash location information mentioned in
documentation is not fully corrrect. Wilkinson and McLeod are the
possible pilots that crashed at the Heerstraat!!

Some more pics of recovered relics :

oil cap with Rolls Royce stamp (RR) Vacuum pump Merlin engine
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Cockpit perspex

Merlin exchaust stack

propellor tip

armour plate with Spitfire number

Foot of prophub taken out

its number visible
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Glycol tank with data plate on it
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Display
Presently most parts of this aircraft are displayed together with the
other finds of the Boxmeer project at the museum of Tonnie Ebben.
He has a private museum called: van postzegel tot tank, translated
“from stamp to tank”.
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